Increase your learning at the 2019 I2SL Conference by joining us in Boulder after the main event in Denver. Come take a **behind the scenes look at the strategies that the University of Colorado (CU) Boulder uses to form partnerships between campus stakeholders to break down silos and create a collaborative approach to efficient and successful laboratories.** On Wednesday afternoon, travel to Boulder from Denver to attend a tour of CU Boulder laboratory buildings to learn firsthand about CU Boulder lab conservation efforts. On Thursday, October 24, 2019, a one-day event for anyone interested in growing collaboration on research university campuses will be offered focusing on cross-disciplinary, cross-stakeholder laboratory efficiency projects at CU Boulder, including a lunchtime networking opportunity with key CU Boulder employees in various roles.

**TOUR**
Visit laboratory buildings at the University of Colorado to see the "Partnering for Efficient Labs" concept in action.

**DISCOVER**
Discover innovative approaches and projects at CU Boulder that have emerged from partnerships among campus stakeholders in different roles, including scientists, laboratory building operation managers/staff, research administration, campus leadership, environmental health and safety, facilities management, procurement and green labs staff.

**ENJOY**
Optional evening activities will be planned for fun outings around Boulder. You can also check out Boulder and enjoy the famous Flatirons, Chautauqua Park, and historic Pearl Street Mall.

Note: Participants should travel to Boulder on Wednesday afternoon, and will need to make their own hotel arrangements in Boulder for the evenings of Wednesday (and Thursday if needed). Public transportation options from Boulder to Denver International Airport are easily accessible and offered multiple times daily.